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Abstract

We propose a novel strategy, ES3, for self-supervised learn-
ing of robust audio-visual speech representations from un-
labeled talking face videos. While many recent approaches
for this task primarily rely on guiding the learning pro-
cess using the audio modality alone to capture informa-
tion shared between audio and video, we reframe the prob-
lem as the acquisition of shared, unique (modality-specific)
and synergistic speech information to address the inherent
asymmetry between the modalities. Based on this formu-
lation, we propose a novel “evolving” strategy that pro-
gressively builds joint audio-visual speech representations
that are strong for both uni-modal (audio & visual) and bi-
modal (audio-visual) speech. First, we leverage the more
easily learnable audio modality to initialize audio and vi-
sual representations by capturing audio-unique and shared
speech information. Next, we incorporate video-unique
speech information and bootstrap the audio-visual repre-
sentations on top of the previously acquired shared knowl-
edge. Finally, we maximize the total audio-visual speech
information, including synergistic information to obtain ro-
bust and comprehensive representations. We implement ES3

as a simple Siamese framework and experiments on both
English benchmarks and a newly contributed large-scale
Mandarin dataset show its effectiveness. In particular, on
LRS2-BBC, our smallest model is on par with SoTA models
with only 1/2 parameters and 1/8 unlabeled data (223h).

1. Introduction
The task of learning audio-visual speech representations has
gained increasing importance due to its potential to support
a wide range of relevant applications. Building on the suc-
cess in other domains [9, 11, 12, 14, 22, 31], several ef-
fective self-supervised approaches have recently emerged
for this task by pre-training models on paired or mixed au-
dio, visual and text data with pretext tasks like speech unit

prediction [30, 59, 80]. However, learning representations
in the audio-visual speech domain faces unique challenges
brought by the inherent asymmetry between the two modal-
ities involved. First, audio and video often convey distinct
and complementary types of speech information. For ex-
ample, /m/ and /n/ sound similar, but are visually differ-
ent; on the contrary, /p/ and /b/ are visually similar but
can be distinguished with audio [70]. Even more interest-
ing is the presence of synergistic information – information
that can further enhance speech perception [55] but only
emerges when audio and video are considered together, and
cannot be inferred when either modality is absent. Sec-
ond, they manifest different amounts of noise and infor-
mation. Specifically, in most existing audio-visual speech
datasets, audio is characterized by high sampling rate and
relatively clean speech samples, making audio represen-
tations readily learnable from these datasets. In contrast,
the visual modality often presents several challenging fac-
tors, including missing (e.g. due to self-occlusion in profile
faces or low image quality), redundant (e.g. due to appear-
ance variations, makeup and beards etc.) and ambiguous
(e.g. due to the lower sampling rate and the presence of ho-
mophenes) visual information. Their presence complicates
learning meaningful and robust representations solely from
video. The difficulties encountered in the continuous ef-
forts to improve the performance of visual speech recogni-
tion (VSR) [15, 24, 40, 41] models illustrate this persistent
obstacle. Additionally, these differences between the two
modalities lead to an imbalance between their learning dy-
namics, requiring additional manual settings [3, 39, 42, 61].

In this work, we break down the problem of learn-
ing audio-visual speech representations into the learning of
three different types of information: shared (across modal-
ities), unique (modality-specific) and synergistic speech in-
formation. Based on our formulation, we propose a novel
strategy called ES3 (short for Evolving Self-Supervised
Learning of Robust Audio-Visual Speech Representations)
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to tackle the asymmetry between the two modalities for
learning robust audio-visual speech representations. Specif-
ically, our ES3 employs a three-stage progressive learning
approach. Initially, it focuses on acquiring the easily learn-
able audio-unique and shared speech information. Then, it
addresses the more challenging visual-unique speech infor-
mation while incorporating it into the initial audio-visual
joint representation. Lastly, it optimizes the final audio-
visual representations by leveraging synergy, on top of the
acquired shared and modality-unique information.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a new formulation for audio-visual speech

representation learning by decomposing the task into
the acquisition of shared (across modalities), unique
(modality-specific) and synergistic speech information.

• We propose a novel strategy, ES3 to progressively learn
the three types of information in a self-supervised manner
with a simple Siamese framework. This evolving strategy
significantly alleviates the previous burden of tuning bal-
ancing parameters.

• Extensive experiments on two widely used benchmarks
show that ES3 rivals previous methods in auditory, visual
and audio-visual speech recognition performance.

• We also contribute a new large-scale Mandarin audio-
visual speech dataset named CAS-VSR-S101 to the com-
munity for evaluation of similar methods.

2. Related Work

Self-supervised learning from multi-modal data. The ar-
guably most successful paradigm for self-supervised multi-
modal learning in the past few years is contrastive learn-
ing, which exploits the common information encoded in
different modalities [68], such as audio (A) [6, 7], image
(I) [53, 66], video (V) [5, 8, 32, 67] and text (T) [4, 16,
43, 44, 49, 63]. These approaches focus on learning se-
mantically aligned multi-modal representations that are ef-
fective for specific downstream tasks like cross-modal re-
trieval, but discard modality-unique information that is use-
ful for other uni-modal tasks. To solve this problem, Gong
et al. [25] combine contrastive learning with the masked
prediction objective [28] to learn strong audio-visual repre-
sentations suitable for both retrieval and joint classification.
Liang et al. [35] propose a new algorithm, FACTORCL to
learn self-supervised multi-modal representations that cap-
ture both shared and unique information and verify its ef-
fectiveness on multiple tasks. In this paper, we explicitly
address capturing unique, shared and synergistic informa-
tion for uni- and multi-modal downstream tasks.
Learning audio-visual speech representations. A main
challenge of learning audio-visual speech representation is
properly handling the aforementioned asymmetry between
audio and video. An established approach is to leverage
the easily learnable audio modality as a teacher to guide

visual or audio-visual speech representation learning. Im-
plementing additional measures to mitigate audio domi-
nance and promote visual features during learning is vi-
tal for this paradigm. For instance, Shi et al. [59] and
Zhang et al. [76] use different masking strengths for the
two modalities, apply modality dropout, and enforce sim-
ple audio features by only using a weak linear projec-
tion layer. Others have explored freezing pre-trained au-
dio representations [2, 38, 78]. However, such an audio-
centric approach is sub-optimal and inefficient. First, it
limits the learned representations to capturing only shared,
i.e. modality-invariant information, or at most, shared and
audio-unique information. Recently, a few attempts have
been made to go beyond merely using audio as the anchor
modality. Haliassos et al. [27] combine multiple audio-
visual prediction tasks in place of purely audio-centric ones,
and treats A-V asymmetry by having the visual stream pre-
dict only auditory but not visual targets. Lian et al. [34] per-
form a series of trials to determine an optimal schedule for
audio and video input combination. Second, the process of
exhaustively testing and identifying the optimal set of bal-
ancing parameters such as masking ratios, modality sched-
ules and modality dropout rate is extremely time-consuming
and computationally demanding. In contrast, our newly
proposed evolving strategy identifies different types of task-
relevant information and learns them progressively, while
avoiding pitfalls and computational burdens (see supp).

3. Our Proposed ES3

3.1. Preliminaries

The goal of ES3 is to learn audio-visual speech representa-
tions from unlabeled talking face videos. The inputs to our
ES3 are paired audio-visual dataXa,v = {(Xa,i, Xv,i) | i =
1, 2, . . . , N}. Each of theN samples consists of a sequence
of audio frames Xa,i = LogFBank(ai) ∈ RF×Ta,i and
a temporally synchronized video sequence Xv,i = vi ∈
RC×H×W×Tv,i showing the lips of a speaker, where F is
the filter bank dimension, C is the number of video chan-
nels, Ta,i and Tv,i are the total number of audio and video
frames in the i-th sample, and H and W are the width and
height of each frame. Audio and video are sampled at 100
and 25 FPS, i.e. for a 1-second clip, Ta = 4Tv = 100. The
goal is to learn a d-dimensional contextualized representa-
tion γ ∈ Rd×Tv capturing vital speech and context informa-
tion within the two modality spaces.
Base architecture. The base architecture used in this pa-
per is a relatively simple one and can be easily extended
if needed. It includes two modality-specific encoders φa
and φv , instantiated as a 2-layer CNN-based audio filter
bank encoder and a lightweight VGG-(2+1)D video en-
coder [57, 58]. Here, φa downsamples Xa by 4x to match
the video frame rate; φv has a temporal receptive field of
5 frames, or 200ms at 25 FPS, same as the most com-
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monly adopted 3D-ResNet18 encoder [41, 59, 64], but has
much fewer parameters. A modality-agnostic Transformer-
based [71] modality fusion encoder θ equipped with rotary
positional embeddings (RoPE) [65] follows the modality-
specific encoders φa and φv . To allow θ to accept either
audio, video, or audio-visual features, we adopt the simple
sum operation to compute a fused audio-visual representa-
tion Ffused from modality features Fm = φm(Xm), where
m ∈ {a, v}, to allow easy handling of missing modalities:

Ffused =


Fa + Fv if input is audio-visual,
Fa + 0 = Fa if input is audio,
Fv + 0 = Fv if input is video.

(1)

The Transformer encoder θ then yields the final contextual
features E = θ(Ffused).

Based on this base architecture, we build our Siamese
based learning framework as shown in Fig. 1(a). A stu-
dent model (left) is guided by a teacher model (right), which
share the same base architecture. The student and teacher
accept different versions of the same speech inputs (e.g.
masked vs unmasked). The teacher model updates its pa-
rameters in an exponential moving average (EMA) manner,
and the student is trained to regress the teacher outputs in
general. In the subsequent sections, our objective is to op-
timize the student model with the base architecture to ob-
tain the parameterized audio-visual speech representations
γ(a,v;φa, φv, θ) = E.

3.2. Problem Reformulation

In the audio-visual speech representation learning task, au-
dio and video inputs can be taken as two different views
of the same underlying speech signal, carrying different
types of information. The relationship between the speech
information in the two modalities can be visualized as
the bottom-left Venn diagram in Fig. 1(b). Owing to the
asymmetry between the two modalities, there exists both
modality-unique speech information, i.e. audio- and video-
unique information Ua and Uv . There is also speech in-
formation R shared between the two modalities, since they
share the same underlying speech production process. At
the same time, information that only emerges when both
audio and video modality are present is the synergistic in-
formation, which we denote by S. Our overall objective is
to learn a representation that maximizes the total informa-
tion R + Ua + Uv + S for bi-modal (audio-visual) speech
representations, as well asR+Ua andR+Uv for uni-modal
(audio & visual) speech representations.

With this in mind, we reframe the task of learning audio-
visual speech representations as a mutual information max-
imization task. Specifically, the two modalities, corre-
sponding to source variables Xa and Xv , have mutual in-
formation with the target speech content variable Y , con-
taining information useful for downstream tasks that we

wish to capture. Denote the joint mutual information be-
tween the sources and the target by I(Xa, Xv;Y ). The
problem of learning robust audio-visual speech represen-
tations reduces to finding the set of parameters that maxi-
mizes I(γ(Xa), γ(Xv);Y ) = I(Eav;Y )1. Similarly, the
problem of learning robust audio and visual speech rep-
resentations can be viewed as maximizing the mutual in-
formation I(γ(Xa);Y ) = I(Ea;Y ) and I(γ(Xv);Y ) =
I(Ev;Y ), respectively. Taking advantage of the Partial In-
formation Decomposition (PID) framework [73], we can
precisely decompose the multivariate mutual information
I(Eav;Y ), I(Ea;Y ) and I(Ev;Y ) into the previous types
of information as:

R+ Ua = I(Ea;Y ), (2)
R+ Uv = I(Ev;Y ), (3)
Ua + S = I(Ea;Y | Xv), (4)
Uv + S = I(Ev;Y | Xa), (5)
R− S = I(Ea;Ev;Y ), (6)

R+ Ua + Uv + S = I(Eav;Y ), (7)

where R,Ua, Uv and S are non-negative.
To optimize the above mutual information terms with a

neural network parameterized by φa, φv and θ, we divide
the optimization process into three progressive and non-
conflicting stages. In stage 1, we learn audio-unique in-
formation Ua and shared information R from the informa-
tive audio modality to maximize I(Ea;Y ). This process
also helps to bootstrap visual representations by learning the
shared informationR. In stage 2, we turn to learning visual-
unique information Uv by maximizing I(Ev;Y ) = R+Uv ,
which is now easier with the visual information captured
via R in stage 1. At the same time, we inject the learned vi-
sual information into the audio-visual joint representations
to initialize I(Eav;Y ). Finally, in stage 3 we optimize the
joint audio-visual representation on top of the previously
learned information by maximizing I(Eav;Y ).

3.3. The Complete Learning Framework

To learn network parameters that maximize the mutual in-
formation terms I(E•;Y ), we leverage the popular self-
supervised masked prediction task based on the simple
Siamese framework to support the learning process via self-
distillation. Inspired by the recent work of Baevski et al.
[12], we create multiple masked copies for each training
sample, encode the unmasked regions with the Transformer
encoder, and train the student to recover contextualized tar-
gets of the masked regions with a lightweight 1D convo-
lutional decoder, which are generated by an online EMA
teacher. This task can be used to learn any mutual infor-

1This equality holds since the architecture implemented in this work
only models additive modality synergy stemming from sum fusion.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed method, ES3. (a) We use a Siamese framework with an EMA teacher to implement an iteration-free
training procedure. (b) Venn diagrams showing how the three types of information (R, U• and S) are acquired in an evolving learning
process. (c) Illustration of self-distillation with online clustering corresponding to Ldistill(Ftea, Fstu).

mation I(E•;Y ) when Y is the downstream speech under-
standing task. For example, training on auditory or visual
speech acts as a proxy to maximize I(Ea;Y ) or I(Ev;Y ).
Self-distillation with online clustering [36]. We perform
distillation from the right-hand side teacher to the left-hand
side student in Fig. 1(a). Specifically, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(c), for each layer k of the top K Transformer lay-
ers in θ with hidden dimension D, we learn a codebook
Qk = {qk1 , . . . ,qkQ} with Q codewords qki ∈ RD, which
is updated as follows: for each entry j, a set Z̃ktea of the
teacher output features z̃ktea closest to the current represen-
tation of q in the codebook is found as

Z̃ktea =

{
z̃ktea

∣∣∣∣ q = argmin
j∈{1,2,...,Q}

||z̃ktea − qkj ||2
}
, (8)

where the set indices q are used as discrete pseudo-labels to
train the student model. Codewords are then updated in an
EMA fashion as a weighted sum of the embeddings in Z̃ktea
with decay rate τcode. The associated loss function is

Ldistill(Ftea, Fstu) =
∑
t∈M

∑
k∈(K−N,K]

log pψk
(qt|zKt ),

(9)
where Ftea and Fstu are teacher and student features, M is
the set of masked time steps, ψk is the softmax activations of
linear projections for each target layer k, qt is the codeword
index for time step t of the teacher θ̃, and zKt is the output of
the K-th and final layer of the student model θ. The teacher
and the online clustering process do not require gradients.
EMA teacher parameterization. To reduce GPU memory

usage, we apply EMA updates to the Transformer encoder
θ, but not the earlier modality-specific encoders φa and φv ,
inspired by [50]. As shown in Fig. 1, the teacher model
weights θ̃ are computed as an exponential moving average
of the student model weights θ:

θ̃ ← ηθ̃ + (1− η)θ, (10)

where η = min{ηmax, (1 + step)/(10 + step)} is a mo-
mentum parameter that slowly increases over time until a
pre-determined value ηmax is reached.

3.4. The Learning Process

We now elaborate on individual learning stages, based on
the above Siamese framework and distillation loss.
Stage 1: Learning audio-unique information and shared
information. In stage 1, we perform distillation from un-
masked audio teacher model to the masked audio student
model, yielding audio-unique information Ua and shared
information R from audio. The distillation loss is:

La→a′ = Ldistill(Ea, E
′
a). (11)

Being readily learnable, audio has the potential to provide
most of R for learning shared information. However, op-
timizing I(Ea;Y ) alone cannot help visual learning. Not-
ing that the InfoNCE loss between two variables has been
widely used to maximize a lower bound on the mutual in-
formation, we adopt the InfoNCE loss to learn shared in-
formation corresponding to I(Ea;Ev) to bootstrap visual
learning with the shared information learned from audio.
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Specifically, we apply it to a fine-grained frame-wise
alignment task, where temporally aligned features from the
same video are treated as positives, and unaligned ones neg-
atives [19]. Since phonemes can appear repeatedly within
the same video clip, leading to false negatives, we use a
negative margin following Park et al. [47], which alleviates
the effect of falsely matched pairs by enforcing a looser de-
cision boundary. The objective function involved is:

LNCE(H) = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

log
e(Hi,i−m)/τ

e(Hi,i−m)/τ +
∑
i ̸=j e

Hi,j/τ
,

(12)
where H is a matrix whose (i, j)-th element represents the
cosine similarity between L2-normalized audio and visual
features at time step i and j, respectively, τ is a learnable
temperature parameter, and m is a pre-determined margin.
To promote the learning of shared features between the two
modalities, we apply a symmetrized version of the above
NCE loss as:

La↔v =
1

2
(La→v+Lv→a) =

1

2
(LNCE(Sav)+LNCE(Sva)).

(13)
Here the similarity matrices Sav = ⟨Fa, Fv⟩/(||Fa||·||Fv||)
and Sva = S⊤

av are computed with features Fa and Fv from
modality-specific encoders φa and φv instead of the con-
textual features from the Transformer encoder θ to avoid
learning positional shortcuts. The total loss in stage 1 is

Lstage1 = La→a′ + La↔v. (14)

Stage 2: Learning video-unique information. In stage
2, we proceed to learn video-unique information, which is
now much easier than learning from scratch since it has
been bootstrapped with shared knowledge from the audio in
the previous stage. The audio encoder φa does not receive
any gradients in this stage and is essentially frozen, since
it is expected to have already acquired the audio-specific
knowledge well in the previous stage. We adopt a similar
distillation loss as stage 1:

Lv→v′ = Ldistill(Ev, E
′
v). (15)

On top of the learned visual-unique information, we also
perform distillation from unmasked video features to the
joint features of unmasked audio-visual inputs in this stage
to prepare for the learning of the final robust audio-visual
representations in the next stage. For this purpose, the loss
in this stage is set as:

Lav→v = Ldistill(Ev, Eav), (16)
Lstage2 = Lv→v′ + Lav→v. (17)

To avoid repeated learning of only shared information be-
tween A and V again, the cross-modal loss Lav→v is asym-
metric, strictly one-way from AV to V, and a learnable tem-

perature τv Eq. (16) is introduced to the visual student out-
puts, i.e., we replace ψk in Eq. (9) with softmax activations
of temperature-scaled linear projections of Ev .
Stage 3: Learning synergistic information. Finally, we
aim to learn synergistic audio-visual information which pre-
vious methods have not explicitly addressed. Our ultimate
goal is to maximize total task-relevant multi-modal infor-
mation I(Eav;Y ), i.e. the sum of R, Ua, Uv and S, so
that the representations are useful for both uni-modal and
multi-modal tasks. Naı̈vely maximizing this objective with-
out prior stages is problematic because the network tends
to be biased towards learning audio-based representations
(i.e. prioritizing R and Ua) without considering the visual
modality. By learning most of R, Ua and Uv through the
previous stages, our method is less susceptible to learning
biased representations in the final stage. At this stage, we al-
ways mask identical positions in the audio and video inputs
together so that the masked region never contains any uni-
modal information that can collapse or degrade training. To
better recover the masked inputs, the model must cleverly
leverage both modalities, which requires learning synergis-
tic information that is not well-captured in prior stages. The
loss function in stage 3 can be written as:

Lstage3 = Lav→av′ = Ldistill(E
′
av, Eav). (18)

By progressively acquiring the three types of useful infor-
mation, we build strong and robust audio-visual speech rep-
resentations for both uni- and bi-modal speech, which we
shall show in subsequent experiments.

3.5. Fine-tuning Stage

After pre-training, we add an extra linear layer after the
fusion encoder θ to fine-tune the model end-to-end with
the Lattice-Free Maximum Mutual Information (LF-MMI)
criterion [26, 51], which is much more lightweight than
seq2seq Encoder-Decoder models and allows highly effi-
cient decoding. We adopt a “compact” [33] 1-state hid-
den Markov model (HMM) topology, using k22 for differ-
entiable Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST)-based
training. We use 624 bi-char units from text-based cluster-
ing [77] for English and tonal phone-level targets (initials
and finals) for Chinese.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

LRS2-BBC [3]. LRS2-BBC is a 224-hour transcribed
audio-visual English speech dataset collected from pro-
grams of various genres broadcast by the BBC. It is chal-
lenging due to the presence of extreme poses, as well as a
large and diverse vocabulary. We use the official train / val-
idation split (see supplementary materials) for evaluation.

2https://github.com/k2-fsa/k2
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LRS3-TED [1]. LRS3-TED is another audio-visual En-
glish speech dataset collected from TED and TEDx talks,
with over 5.5k speakers and 439 hours of data. It covers
diverse topics and is widely adopted for evaluating audio-
visual speech representation learning methods for being the
largest publicly available one of its kind. An official train /
validation split is not given, so we use the widely adopted
one prepared by Shi et al. [59], same as [27, 34, 80].
CAS-VSR-S101. We also collect a new large-scale, in-the-
wild Mandarin dataset with 101.1 hours of data. The videos
are sourced from broadcast news and conversational pro-
grams in Chinese, covering a highly diverse set of topics,
speakers and filming conditions (see supplementary).

4.2. Experimental Setup

More implementation details can be found in the supple-
mentary materials.
High- and low-resource setups. On LRS3-TED we fol-
low the widely adopted setup of Shi et al. [59], which ex-
cludes the pre-train set during low-resource fine-tuning.
To validate data scaling properties, previous works used
VoxCeleb2-En [59], which is a 1326-hour subset of Vox-
Celeb2 [18] in English. However, not only are experiments
of this scale computationally expensive, but more impor-
tantly, VoxCeleb2 is no longer available from its official
source as of Feb. 2023. Therefore, we create a similar
scaling protocol, using LRS3-TED (433h) as a pre-training
source and LRS2-BBC (223h) for fine-tuning. For low-
resource fine-tuning, we only use the 28-hour train sub-
set of LRS2-BBC, while for high-resource fine-tuning, we
include the pre-train subset, similar to [17].
Evaluation. Decoding is performed using beam search
with a beam size of 50. The common evaluation metrics
for ASR, VSR and AVSR are Word Error Rate (WER) and
Character Error Rate (CER) for English and Chinese, re-
spectively. As our bi-char LF-MMI models are trained on
verbatim transcriptions for ease of lexicon construction, we
report WERs both without and with using Whisper-style
text normalization [54] (in parentheses) to compensate for
innocuous errors related to text normalization.

4.3. Results on LRS2-BBC and LRS3-TED

Low-resource setup. Low-resource results on LRS2-BBC
and LRS3-TED can be found in Tabs. 1 and 2. Our
smallest BASE* encoder is modality-agnostic, only half the
size of the one in [27], which uses two separate encoders
to perform AVSR. On LRS3-TED, although we employ
the simple LF-MMI instead of cross-entropy (CE) based
seq2seq criterion for fine-tuning, our BASE model rivals
or acheives SoTA in all cases. When scaling to a LARGE
model, we observe significant improvements in both ASR
and AVSR. Meanwhile, VSR performance remains compa-
rable to SoTA, with a moderate 2% gap. This may sug-

gest that with our current VGG-based visual encoder φv ,
the benefits of scaling up the Transformer primarily mani-
fest in ASR and AVSR.
High-resource setup. High-resource results on LRS2-
BBC and LRS3-TED can be found in Tabs. 1 and 3. On
LRS2-BBC, with a 46M model and relying on its own
223h data for pre-training and fine-tuning, we achieve
30.3%/3.6%/2.9% WER for VSR, ASR and AVSR. No-
tably, these results surpass a highly competitive supervised
method [40] and other self-supervised methods that incor-
porate additional data. This indicates that our progres-
sive learning approach can effectively exploit visual in-
formation. Furthermore, when we introduce additional
433h unlabeled data, we achieve even better performance:
29.8%/3.0%/2.4% WER, which outperforms other meth-
ods that employ the same amount of data. When we switch
to the LARGE model, performance rivals SoTA methods
that employ 4x data (1759h) for pre-training. Similarly, we
achieve or rival SoTA performance on LRS3-TED.

4.4. Results on CAS-VSR-S101

We also evaluate on our newly collected CAS-VSR-S101
dataset, which is smaller than both of the two previous
datasets and in an even more ambiguous language (Chinese
has more homophonous syllables and words than English).
As shown in Tab. 4, ES3 still works out-of-the-box under
this challenging setup, and yields noticeable performance
gains over a strong fully supervised baseline [39]. Inter-
estingly, our fully supervised baseline model beats [39] in
ASR and AVSR but slightly lags behind in VSR, again hint-
ing that our strategy can further benefit from more complex
visual modeling architectures.
Table 4. Results on CAS-VSR-S101. Here we use a BASE*
model for the fully-supervised baseline and ES3. The self-
supervised models are pre-trained on training data and then fine-
tuned for 50 epochs with the labels. The numbers before and after
slashes correspond to CERs on the validation and test sets.

Methods Criterion Encoder Size #Epochs VSR ASR AVSR
Supervised

Baseline LF-MMI 46M 100 60.0 / 57.4 15.4 / 12.6 14.6 / 12.1
E2E Conformer [39] CTC+CE 79M 100 58.6 / 56.5 16.6 / 13.0 16.0 / 12.6

Self-supervised
ES3 Stage 1 61.2 / 59.0 14.7 / 11.9 -
ES3 Stage 2 LF-MMI 50 59.1 / 56.7 - 13.9 / 11.4
ES3 Stage 3

46M
58.1 / 55.6 14.4 / 11.6 13.4 / 11.0

4.5. Analysis and Discussion

Representation quality probing. In Tab. 5, we demon-
strate the effect of each stage on LRS2-BBC. ASR per-
formance between stages 1 and 3 are close, indicating that
stage 1 indeed acquires most of audio-unique information.
Comparing the VSR results between stages 1 and 2 reveals
a significant gap, suggesting that stage 2 also effectively
learns visual-unique information, hence the minimal dif-
ferences between the final VSR result and those of stage
2. Moreover, comparing the results of stage 1-2 and stage
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Table 1. Results on LRS2-BBC. We pre-train a BASE* model with 223h unlabeled data from LRS2-BBC, as well as BASE and LARGE

models with 433h unlabeled data (LRS3-TED) to demonstrate scaling properties. ∗: external language models.

Methods Unlabeled AV data Labeled Data Encoder Size Criterion VSR ASR AVSR
Supervised

Yu et al. [75] - 1519h - LF-MMI1 48.9 6.7 5.9
Ma et al. [39]∗ - 380h 79M CTC+CE 37.9 3.9 3.7
Ma et al. [41]∗ - 818h 186M CTC+CE 27.9 2.6 -

Semi-supervised
Afouras et al. [2]∗ 777h 223h2 - CTC 51.3 - -
Ma et al. [41]∗ 2630h 818h 186M CTC+CE 14.6 1.5 1.5

Self-supervised (BASE and BASE* models)
AV-HuBERT [59, 60] 1759h 223h 103M CE 31.23 - 3.63

VATLM [80] 1759h4 223h 107M CE 30.6 - 2.9
RAVEn [27] 433h 223h 97M CTC+CE 32.1 3.9 -
Pan et al. [45] -5 380h 399M CTC+CE 43.2 2.7 2.6

223h 28h 46M 40.2 (39.1) 6.0 (5.0) 5.7 (4.9)
433h 28h 102M 39.3 (38.2) 5.5 (4.8) 5.1 (4.1)
223h 223h 46M 31.4 (30.3) 4.3 (3.6) 3.8 (2.9)ES3 (ours)

433h 223h 102M

LF-MMI

30.7 (29.8) 3.4 (3.0) 3.2 (2.4)
Self-supervised (LARGE models)

433h 28h 317M 36.4 (35.4) 5.2 (4.4) 4.7 (4.0)ES3 (ours) 433h 223h 317M LF-MMI 26.7 (25.8) 3.1 (2.5) 3.1 (2.5)
AV-HuBERT [59, 60] 1759h 223h 325M CE 25.53 - 2.53

VATLM [80] 1759h4 223h 332M CE 24.3 - 2.3
RAVEn [27] 1759h 223h 671M CTC+CE 23.2 2.5 -

1 Not end-to-end; requires a GMM-HMM alignment stage. 2 Uses an additional ASR model trained on LibriSpeech (960h).
3 Reproduced by Zhu et al. [80]. 4 Uses additional 3846h audio, 452h audio-text and 600M text data.
5 Uses additional 60000h audio data and 1.28M unlabeled images.

Table 2. Low-resource results on LRS3-TED. We pre-train a BASE and LARGE model with 433h unlabeled data.

Methods Unlabeled AV data Labeled Data Encoder Size Criterion VSR ASR AVSR
Self-supervised (BASE models)

AV-HuBERT [59, 60] 433h 30h 103M CE 51.8 4.9 4.71

VATLM [80] 433h2 30h 107M CE 48.0 - 3.6
RAVEn [27] 433h 30h 97M CTC+CE 47.0 4.7 -
AV2vec [76]3 433h 30h 103M CE 45.0 - 5.8
AV-data2vec [34] 433h 30h 103M CE 45.2 4.4 4.2
ES3 (ours) 433h 30h 102M LF-MMI 45.5 (44.7) 3.9 (3.3) 3.6 (3.0)

Self-supervised (LARGE models)
AV-HuBERT 433h 30h 325M CE 44.8 4.5 4.21

AV-data2vec 433h 30h 325M CE 40.5 3.7 3.4
ES3 (ours) 433h 30h 317M LF-MMI 43.5 (42.5) 3.8 (2.9) 2.9 (2.3)

1 Reproduced by Lian et al. [34]. 2 Uses additional 3846h audio, 452h audio-text and 600M text data.
3 Zhang et al. [76] inject noise during pre-training and obtain better fine-tuning results even with its base model AV-HuBERT (47.1%).

3 demonstrates that the joint information learning in stage
3, which also incorporates synergistic information, benefits
both uni-modal (ASR & VSR) and bi-modal (AVSR) tasks.
Similar trends can also be observed on the more challenging
Mandarin dataset CAS-VSR-S101 in Tab. 4, further sup-
porting the motivation of our proposed strategy.
Table 5. Representation quality probing on LRS2-BBC. Results
are reported on the validation set using the BASE* model under the
low-resource setup for each pre-training stage.

Pre-training Stage VSR ASR AVSR
Stage 1 58.3 (57.3) 11.5 (10.1) -
Stage 2 48.7 (47.3) - 12.9 (11.5)
Stage 3 (Full ES3) 48.1 (46.9) 11.4 (9.8) 10.1 (8.6)

Effect of automatically balancing shared and unique in-
formation learning. It is known that in a hardness-aware
loss function, the temperature rules the strength of penal-
ties on hard negative samples [72]. We track the automati-
cally learned temperature parameter τ used for cross-modal

learning objectives La↔v in Eq. (12) and Lav→v in Eq. (16)
when pre-training on LRS2-BBC, as shown in Fig. 2. In
stage 1, τ continues to fall until it reaches τmin, while in
stage 2 it briefly drops and then rises throughout training.
The trend is in line with our intuition: in stage 1, audio in-
formation is easily learnable, so the model can fully exploit
shared information by lowering τ without sacrificing audio-
unique information learning; in stage 2, after learning some
residual shared information, an increasing τ progressively
relaxes Lav→v to yield more freedom to Lv→v′ , i.e. video-
unique information learning.
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Figure 2. The temperature parameter paces learning automatically.
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Table 3. High-resource results on LRS3-TED. We fine-tune on 433h labeled data of LRS3. †: uses test-time augmentation. ∗: uses
external language models. ‡: noise injection during pre-training. We list more methods for comparison in the supplementary material.

Methods Year Unlabeled AV data Labeled Data Backbone Encoder Size Criterion VSR ASR AVSR
Supervised

Ma et al. [39]∗ 2021 - 595h Conformer 79M CTC+CE 43.3 2.3 2.3
Prajwal et al. [52]†∗ 2022 - 698h Transformer 32M CE 40.6 - -
Ma et al. [40]∗ 2022 - 818h Conformer 79M CTC+CE 34.7 - -

Semi-Supervised
Shillingford et al. [62]∗ 2019 - 3886h RNN - CTC 55.1 - -
Makino et al. [42] 2019 - 31kh RNN 43M Transducer 33.6 4.8 4.5
Afouras et al. [2]∗ 2020 344h 433h1 Jasper (CNN) - CTC 59.8 - -
Serdyuk et al. [57] 2021 - 90kh Transformer - Transducer 25.9 - 2.3
Ma et al. [40]∗ 2022 641h 818h Conformer 79M CTC+CE 31.5 - -
Serdyuk et al. [58] 2022 - 90kh Conformer - Transducer 17.0 1.6 1.6
Ma et al. [41]∗ 2023 2630h 818h Conformer 186M CTC+CE 19.1 1.0 0.9
Chang et al. [15] 2023 - 100kh Conformer 98M Transducer 12.8 - 0.9

Self-supervised (Base Models)
AV-HuBERT [59, 60] 2022 433h 433h Transformer 103M CE 44.0 3.0 2.82

AV2vec [76]‡ 2023 433h 433h Transformer 103M CE 39.9 - 2.6
RAVEn [27] 2023 433h 433h Transformer 97M CTC+CE 39.1 2.2 -
ES3 (ours) 2023 433h 433h Transformer 102M LF-MMI 40.3 (39.2) 2.9 (2.4) 2.5 (2.0)
AV-data2vec [34] 2023 433h 433h Transformer 103M CE 39.0 2.0 1.8

Self-supervised (Large Models)
AV-HuBERT [59, 60] 2022 433h 433h Transformer 325M CE 41.6 2.7 2.52

AV-data2vec [34] 2023 433h 433h Transformer 325M CE 37.4 1.9 1.7
ES3 (ours) 2023 433h 433h Transformer 317M LF-MMI 37.1 (36.7) 2.8 (2.1) 2.1 (1.7)

1 Uses an additional ASR model trained on LibriSpeech (960h). 2 Reproduced by Lian et al. [34].

Visualization of our learned psuedo-label sequences. We
randomly select a sample from the LRS3-TED validation
set and visualize the pseudo-label sequences, i.e. code in-
dices q generated by the audio, visual and audio-visual
EMA teacher θ̃ in each stage. Ground truth phones for each
audio frame (10ms) are derived by forced alignment [79].
Fig. 3 shows that our learned codebook yields high-quality
pseudo-labels that strongly correlate with phonemic units.
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Figure 3. Pseudo-label sequences from each stage. Example of
pseudo-labels generated from the last Transformer layer for the ut-
terance “so what does that mean” by the audio, visual, and audio-
visual teachers in each stage (BASE model). At the bottom we
show the spectrogram for reference. Please note that our pseudo-
labels are derived at 40ms intervals, limited by video frame rate.

Training efficiency comparison with SoTA methods.
Learning audio-visual speech representations has been ex-
tremely compute-intensive. Here we briefly compare
ES3 with prominent SoTA methods. Pre-training a
BASE/LARGE model on LRS3-TED using our ES3 for 100
epochs per stage only takes about 6/8.3 days in total with
just 8 NVIDIA A40 GPUs. In contrast, AV-data2vec is
trained for 1000k steps using 64 NVIDIA V100 GPUs
for 4-5/6-7 days using BASE/LARGE with a batch size
of 1280/2560s, or equivalently, 821/1642 epochs. They
also experiment extensively with hyperparameters such as
modality schedulers, which further increases the cost of

training. RAVEn performs an equivalent of 6.25/50 days of
training on 8 A100s with BASE*/LARGE. It uses separate
encoders for audio and video, so the resulting model can-
not perform audio-visual fusion out-of-the-box. This also
requires keeping track of four sets of parameters, which is
very memory-intensive. By focusing on designing a clever
learning strategy, we circumvent such manual tuning alto-
gether and greatly reduce training costs. Finally, we use the
simple LF-MMI criterion, and expect better performance
from tuning beam size, including a larger external language
model (see supplementary), or switching to the common
heavy Attention-based Encoder-Decoder model.

5. Conclusions
We present a novel strategy, ES3, for self-supervised learn-
ing of audio-visual speech representations. Unlike exist-
ing methods that primarily focus on learning information
shared between audio and video, we take an “evolving” ap-
proach that also captures unique and synergistic informa-
tion. Our experimental results demonstrate that ES3 indeed
progressively learns unique, shared and synergistic infor-
mation. Moreover, in terms of downstream performance,
it rivals SoTA methods in terms of ASR, VSR and AVSR
accuracy without burdensome manual balancing efforts.
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